the morning of the seventeenth.

we landed on Fort the Heads

John Adams and son knocked

too polite island and played

then gun Hill right and then

we marched with the army

two to upper end of the

island and crossed the river

as this silent it was moving

when we got near the

the eighteenth the guns began

camenced Batter a ship fort

wagner and played on her

armored deck and then fired

was eight regiments charged

on it but was defeated

with a heavy loss I don't

for sure fancy they took full

but he was two last kinds

of wounded went out two day
at Emmets's school house he was the man that sparred dipsey land and about the buffalo traders he belonged to. The 48 New York came they charged at first range. This was four regiments charged on it and they were wild and they had eleven pieces of artillery playing on us for four hours and then they were forced to retreat when our gun boats ran up and opened fire on them. We lost one, two, and three of our ships. Briefly we killed the hundredth night of the sixteenth we evacuated the place our company was detailed to the eleven on picket two the two loud drag and at morning in line of bath ready two.